YEAR 3 HOMEWORK TASKS
September – November 2018







The tasks described below are designed to be meaningful and enjoyable activities that you can do with the support and
involvement of other members of your family.
The first 3 tasks, shown in red, must be completed.
You may then choose to do as many of the other activities as you wish – one, two or even all of them, it’s up to you!
Think about how you will show which tasks you have done – e.g. photos with explanatory notes; a diary; a scrapbook perhaps?...
Completed homework tasks should be handed in by Friday 16th November.
Please be in touch if you have any questions… Enjoy!

READ, READ, READ –
anything; everything;
in your head; out loud;
on your own; with the family…
as often as you can!
Be sure to bring your Reading Record
to school at least once a week.

Make a Stone Age cave scene in a shoebox!

Do some of your own research about an aspect
the Stone Age that interests you. Produce a
factsheet to show what you have
found out. Try to include at least
3 facts and 1 picture on your sheet.

Choose a multiplication table and
practise it until you know it very well.
Ask someone to test your knowledge of the
table, perhaps when you are travelling in
the car or walking somewhere. When you
are ready, choose another table to work on.

Find a poem that you like and practise reading
it out loud with lots of expression.

Visit Swinside Stone Circle, one of
Britain’s finest stone circles! Explore, take
some photos and find out
what you can about it.

Make your own version of a Stone Age tool.

You might even like to try learning
it by heart.
Be prepared to share your poem with
the class and to explain why you like it.

(Location: 4 km west of Broughton, turn off A595 at
Broadgate. Parking at start of track, then 1.5 km walk.)

(These are some examples made by a previous Year 3 class.)

Make a piece of art from natural materials.

Challenge yourself to try something new.

e.g. a leaf picture in the woods; a stone tower
on the beach; a stick sculpture in the garden…
anything you like!

e.g. learn to set a table for dinner;

Take a photo of your
masterpiece.

learn to follow a recipe; try a new craft;
learn a new gymnastics move;
try a new food…
The possibilities are endless!

